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CRAFTING THE MASONIC VISION 
Presented to Barron Barnett Research Lodge No 146 UGLQ on 17

th 
July 2013 by V W Bro Tony Tabrett PGLib 

This Paper is an abridged version of my 2012 Kellerman Lecture on the same subject. 

1. Introduction 

We live in a world where visualisation is increasingly important as a tool for achieving enhanced meaning in life, and 

is attracting attention as a specialised field of study. Visualisation is also associated with symbolism, a most dominant 

feature of our Craft. My research uncovers a number of aspects of visualisation, and looks at ways of using 

visualisation to enhance symbolic meanings and thus create a Masonic vision. 

The term visualisation has wide connotations and is the basic technique underlying the power of positive thinking. It 

essentially uses one’s imagination to visualise specific behaviours and properties. It is an essential part of 

understanding symbolism which is a unique form of communication that often does not involve the use of language, 

and can lead to higher levels of thinking (done without language). Visualisations help highlight aspects that would 

normally go unnoticed, help understand complex concepts, and can be very entertaining. 

My presentation is divided into three broad components which I consider form the basis on which to create a Masonic 

outlook or vision. They are the philosophical outlook (exploring the underlying meanings), the personal engagement 

(seeing how we fit into the Masonic scenario) and the art of visual perception. 

Philosophical outlook: Freemasonry embodies a number of enigmatic aspects in its culture, and the process of 

unravelling their esoteric meanings involves a consideration of its inherent philosophical nature. Indeed one 

definition of the Craft is ‘a philosophical society which demands of its members the highest standards in all 

areas of its labours’. Furthermore I note that the current UGLQ Mission Statement is ‘to practise 

Freemasonry as a progressive philosophy of life which encourages tolerance, integrity and self-development 

of its members while promoting service to the community’. 

Personal engagement: Freemasonry is not a one-way process of communicating its teachings but is very inclusive in 

that its members are part of the equation of adding value through their personal involvement, thus enriching 

the members in particular and its membership in general. In my view this facet is fundamentally important 

and forms the central part of my presentation. 

Visual perception: Our first impressions of Freemasonry would have come from our initiation into the Craft (in the 

First Degree), especially that part when we were introduced to the Light of Freemasonry, the nature of which 

was explained in the subsequent Narrative and Charges in the Ritual. Our journey in the Craft continued 

from that point as we subsequently progressed through the Second and Third Degrees, and beyond. From 

those impressions (in the degree ceremonies) we began to develop an understanding of Freemasonry, an idea 

of where we were heading, and a picture of what the Craft might hold for us in the future. This picture is an 

important part of the ways and means by which we achieve proficiency in the art of visual perception. 

I note that we live in a world which is increasingly visual and where we need to understand what is happening around 

us in order to find our way. For example the internet is changing the way we think and I consider we need to work on 

the positive side of developing our skills of good visual perception in life, an integral part of this paper. 

2. Philosophical Outlook 

Symbolism is so important (to the concept of vision) that it forms the starting point as well as the concluding part 

of my presentation. As you well know, symbolism has been the subject of extensive Masonic research since the 

19
th 

century, with much detail in the literature and my account begins with some historical background from Paul 

Naudon’s book ‘The Secret History of Freemasonry’1 (based on his research into Masonic history in French 

literature): 

 He highlighted the importance of symbolism in these words – “the connection between Operative 

Freemasonry and Speculative Freemasonry was the language of symbol and the thought beneath it”. 

 He also expressed the universal nature of symbolism – “the use of symbolism on its own constituted a 

universal language. Symbols were used by builders as much for spiritual teaching as for the 

transmission of operative craft secrets. 

 He discussed the relevance of architecture as symbolic of a divine creative work as - “More than any 

other profession, that of construction illustrated this concept perfectly through the different kinds of 

knowledge it required. Rather than being merely technical, this instruction assumed a basic minimum 

knowledge of geometry and art in an era when work was not at all specialized and the maste r builder 

was simultaneously architect, entrepreneur, mason, carpenter, stonecutter, and sculptor.  He  (the 

master builder) had to possess all the knowledge that Vitruvius demanded of the architect during 

Augustus's century, namely mathematics, arithmetic, geometry, physics, history, astrology, music, and 

even jurisprudence, rhetoric, and medicine. 
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The key point in the second part of Paul Naudon’s book is the way in which modern Speculative Freemasonry 

evolved from Operative Freemasonry. He stated that the art of building (stone-masons) encompassing an art of 

thinking and living, gave way to an art of thinking alone (Speculative Masons), a key point for consideration. 

2.1 Development from the Arts world 

The best way to illustrate the background (to this art of thinking) is to examine cultural developments which occurred 
at the same time as Speculative Freemasonry was evolving, and the cross-fertilisation of values between the Visual 

and Performing Arts and Freemasonry in the 17
th 

and 18
th 

centuries. These were periods of great cultural change. The 

Age of Reason was an 18
th 

century movement which followed the Middle Ages of mysticism, religion and 
superstition, and where reason, rationality and enlightenment now became the focus of attention. 

Self-understanding was an important aspect of the later Era of Romanticism. As you can appreciate this kind of 

understanding was important to the Masonic culture. The impact of the Romantic Era was most strongly felt in the 

visual arts, music and literature. The symmetry, classical balance and simplicity of the period of Enlightenment were 

gradually replaced by the age of Romantic expressivity, individualism and grand gestures. 

Renaissance Art
2
: Renaissance artists often personified the characteristics that they considered it desirable or 

undesirable for a person to possess. The most significant of those personal characteristics were the four 

cardinal virtues (Prudence, Justice, Fortitude and Temperance), the three theological virtues (Faith, Hope 

and Charity), the seven deadly sins, and the seven liberal Arts. In Renaissance times it was considered 

essential for privileged young men to have a thorough grounding in the Seven Liberal Arts, which were 

divided into two groups - the Trivium: grammar, rhetoric, and logic and the Quadrivium: astronomy, 

geometry, arithmetic, and music. An eighth figure represented Philosophy which was considered the 

"mother" of the Seven Liberal Arts’. Thus here we see Philosophy entering the picture, and becoming 

relevant to Speculative Freemasonry by virtue of these associations with the classical sciences. 

The Performing Arts
3
: ‘Beauty and harmony, of course can be conveyed through all the senses. Through the ear 

alone we can appreciate the pure pleasure of music, or unite it with our visual sense in the enjoyment of 

opera, ballet, and all the performance arts - ranging from theatre and cinema to great sporting spectacles. 

Ultimately we can experience the intellectual and imaginative pleasures of the written word. In all these 

expressions of beauty, the Craft has played its part. In the field of music many Freemasons have risen to 

prominence and have openly acknowledged the role played by the Craft in their lives. Thus Mozart, the 

supreme musical genius of the Enlightenment, saw Freemasonry as an essential part of his life in Vienna. 

Ancient Egypt offered a particularly fertile field of speculation for Masons with esoteric interests. In the 

legendary history of the Old Charges it was claimed that Abraham taught the Egyptians the seven sciences 

and that among his pupils was Euclid, who became so proficient that he trained the sons of the Egyptian 

nobility in the science of Geometry. But the real stimulus to armchair Egyptology among Freemasons of the 

Enlightenment was provided by the 1731 novel and play Sethos which tells the story of an Egyptian prince 

who is initiated into the Mysteries of Isis, the ideals and precepts of which (brotherhood, truth, justice, and 

the importance of knowledge and education) have much in common with those of the Enlightenment, and 

especially with those of Freemasonry’. 

Sonata form in music
4
: Another example of the cross-fertilisation is the similarity between the structure of Sonata 

Form in Classical Music and the format of the Working Tool charges. In its simplest form such a structure 

would consist of three parts - the exposition in which the subject matter is presented, the development in 

which the original subject matter is played around with and new material added, and the recapitulation 

where the material in the exposition is repeated and brought to a final conclusion. 

If we analyse the form of the charges in which the Working Tools are presented to a candidate in each 

degree we can detect a similarity to classical sonata form. In the first sentence the Tools are simply shown 

and named. Then each Tool is described and its use by the operative mason is explained. This represents 

the exposition. Next comes the development: the sentence which states that we are not operative masons 

etc and how we apply the Working Tools, followed by a morally instructive paragraph on each. L astly we 

have the recapitulation, very short in the charge, and somewhat different to its musical counterpart in that 

it combines snippets of the ideas from the exposition with those of the development, and rounds off the 

allegory in one final succinct sentence. 

Other specific features (from the Arts world) stand out as being relevant to Freemasonry today namely: 

 the importance of the learning of roles, equivalent to our learning of the ritual. Artists often remark on how 

much more meaning is achieved when they study and learn their respective roles. 

 the language of gesture and movement, to create empathy with the audience as in the performing arts. 

Artists cannot simply stand and speak or sing their part, they also have to be good actors and make the most 

of non-verbal communication. 

 the ways in which symbolism is increasingly used in Arts productions, similar to our settings for the 

performance of the ritual. 
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3. Personal Engagement 

This aspect of social interaction is naturally of great importance to Freemasonry. It helps to build relationships in 

lodge, and in particular to provide opportunities for mentoring. I venture further to argue that mentoring ought to be 

an integral part of our Masonic life, and thus should form part of our vision when in lodge. 

I illustrate this importance with two viewpoints, firstly from an 1868 comment by Bro Stevens
5 

in his book entitled ‘A 
Handbook of Freemasonry’ where he states that Freemasonry is an art, learned and tested by active participation in 

Freemasonry itself, and by social intercourse with its members. Secondly from a 21
st 

century viewpoint by Bro Robert 

Davis
6 

where I found this concept (of social intercourse) to achieve a real depth of meaning in his AQC paper entitled 
Communication of Status: an essential function of Masonic Symbols. 

The author begins with his view on pillars of success in manhood which are relevant to the Masonic scene: 

“First, one of the key ingredients necessary for the emotional and intellectual growth of men is to form and 

have meaningful friendships with other men. 

A second pillar of success is that we need to fulfill our inherent male posture as role model and mentor to 

other men. There is no single characteristic of masculinity more significant than that of mentoring and setting 

the right example for other men. 

He also identifies a symbolic theme which underlies the sociological aspects as he explains – ‘So,  fraternal 

association serves more than a mundane purpose, and: 

 we act toward things on the basis of the meanings they have for us; 

 such meanings are derived from the social interaction we have with our circle of acquaintances, and 

 meaning is acquired through an interpretive process we use in dealing with the things we encounter. 

And this makes communication a symbolic act’. 

This process of determining the way we act is explained further in these words – ‘The whole purpose of 

masonic ritual is to provide a map which indicates how we, and others, should act; and the parallel 

function of our masonic symbols is to aid us in interpreting this map in seeking definitions of the 

rightness of our actions and the actions of others”. 

He then leads onto the concepts of social status and social order: 

Thus our usage of Masonic symbols is also seen as creating a kind o f social order – “The founders of 

the philosophical era of Freemasonry sought to invest the symbols of our institution as universal symbols 

which would always be above any local concern. This is why Freemasonry is called a Transformative Art. 

The beauty and poetry of our rituals persuade us that our symbols will guarantee social order because, in 

interpreting them, we pass from a lower to a higher meaning. 

These quotations thus illustrate the distinct values of Masonic fellowship which I consider are an invaluable part of 

the process of not only developing our relationships in the Craft but also of empowering our Masonic vision. 

4. Visual perception 

As in the Arts world, Freemasonry is a kind of progressive journey where one is continually learning, and the art of 

visual perception is also one to be learnt, and in this regard I now return to the subject of symbolism. 

4.1 Types of symbols 

I begin with the big picture presented by Leon Zeldis7 where he identifies seven categories of Masonic symbolism in 

his paper to the Philalethes Society entitled “Illustrated by Symbols”, summarising seven types of symbols as follows: 

 Verbal symbols          – passwords, masonic phrases used in recognition (meeting on the square) 

 Numerical symbols    – the three knocks, the numbers 3, 5 & 7 (in 2
nd 

degree), the four tassels 

 Postural symbols       – positioning of the body, arms & legs, signs and grips, perambulations 

 Sartorial (clothing) symbols – aprons, collars, candidate’s clothing, officer’s jewels 

 Implemental symbols – three great lights, ashlars, working tools, swords, officer’s implements 

 Pictorial symbols       – Tracing Boards, Lodge Banners, Lodge Charters, masonic writing marks 

 Ornamental symbols – the lodge room decorations, tessellated pavement, letter G, columns 

I note also that the language of movement (as in our ceremonial proceedings) has a symbolic content. 

These aspects of symbols are not only important as part of our Masonic culture but are also important to the effective 

delivery of our ritual as a means of portraying the deeper meanings (a more inclusive concept). 

4.2 Visual literacy 

I found a relatively new field of academic study associated with the use of symbols known as visual literacy8. It was 

originally developed to service the needs of the teaching community especially with educating children (who are 

growing up in an increasingly visual world). The background is in brief as follows: 
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Firstly, of the many definitions of Visual Literacy the simplest one is the ability to evaluate, apply, or create 

conceptual visual representations. Of interest are the skills to create and communicate knowledge, or to 

devise new ways of representing insights. 

Visual Literacy was first coined by John Debes from Kodak in 1968. Debes started a newsletter called 

Visuals are a Language, published by Eastman Kodak in 1967, and held conferences on the subject. 

Visual imagery is used in almost every form of communication. People experience visual images almost 

everywhere they go. More and more people also have the ability to produce visual images through digital 

camera, graphic programs, and video presentations. 

Images alone are particularly effective as a universal means of communication, often crossing barriers that 

the spoken and written word cannot. Graphic design can transmit complex messages simply using signs and 

symbols, which have been learned, that are quickly understood or are instantly recognizable. 

4.3 Visual perception 

I also found an interesting development (relevant to visual literacy) when reading about a similar approach to Biblical 

Studies9. Incidentally I found that the ancient Rabbis used a similar method of analysis. It involves a progression into 

deeper levels of meaning through four steps: 

Level 1: the initial view being a purely superficial view (of the image/symbol) 

Level 2: acquiring a better appreciation when a general meaning is explained 
Level 3: achieving a more in-depth view through understanding a personal relevance 

Level 4: working on an applied meaning until it becomes part of our culture in life 

To illustrate a Masonic application, consider one of our symbols - the Square: 

1: The purely superficial view – It is a wooden implement forming a right angle, with no symbolic 

significance to the uninitiated. 

2: (adding a general meaning) In the First Tracing Board we learn about the general significance of the 

Square – ‘Among Operative Masons the S.. is to try and adjust rectangular corners of buildings, and 

assist in bringing rude matter into due form’. 

Incidentally in one relevant commentary by R W Bro Eyres
10

, the Square is described as the only 

instrument which can be deemed universal. The Square is always right-angled and consequently every 

object be it stone, wood, iron, brick or any other material when tried by the Square will fit its fellow 

which has already been tried and brought to perfection by the same instrument. 

Hence every Mason tried by the Square will be able to take his place in the great brotherhood composed 

of other men who have also been perfected by the same instrument. 

3: The meaning is taken a level further in the ritual where we learn to apply a personal or Speculative 

viewpoint, in that as Free and Accepted or Symbolic Masons – ‘the S.. teaches morality and to regulate 

our lives and actions according to Masonic line and Rule; and to harmonise our conduct in this life so as 

to render us acceptable to that Divine Being from whom all goodness springs, and to whom we must 

give an account of all our actions’. 

4: The final development is where the Square symbol becomes part of our guiding principles in life, such as 

acting on the Square towards all mankind. 

This same process can similarly be applied to all the other Masonic symbols, another example of the ways in which 

the art of thinking can be applied to Masonic scenarios. 

5. Summary and Conclusion 

This Paper aimed to capture key concepts of visualisation (in the Masonic context), and to explore the ways and 

means by which we can develop our skills of visual perception to add meaning/vision to our Masonic life. 

The first part of this Paper looked at the development of Speculative Freemasonry from Operative Masonry, and the 

emergence of the art of thinking and the use of symbols to communicate meaning. It also looked at the cross- 

fertilisation of ideas from the Arts world (in the early days), including cultural developments from the seven liberal 

arts and sciences. The second part explored the symbolic importance of social values associated with our Craft 

membership, and personal empowerment through mentoring. The third part further examined the importance of 

symbolism, including the special value of visual literacy applications. These complementary areas contain much food 

for thought, and in my view hold much positive value on which to grow more meaningful foundations in life. 

I hope this approach might assist you in developing a greater love of the hidden mysteries and intrinsic values of our 

Craft, in developing your vision, and enabling you to communicate those richer meaning to your colleagues. 
 
 

V W Bro Tony Tabrett PGLib 
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